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Where are we...?

IIA - commissioned study from DPP

Aim
• Provide an evidence base for IIA to develop policy and actions concerning assignment of ISBNs to e-books

Core tasks
• Identify the key issues
• Collate the business requirements of all stakeholders in supply chain
• Identify the impact on stakeholders of different approaches
• Suggest possible solutions
Where are we...?

IIA – commissioned study from DPP

Key findings

• Non-compliance with standard
  – some publishers use print ISBN, others use same ISBN for all versions, others allow intermediary to assign identifiers

• Complexity of defining a product - not just file format

• Issues are:
  - discovery (what e-books are available, is there a version for my reader/software or do I need to get something new?)
  - what can I do with it (lend, share, print?)

• Need for standard and consistent identification and metadata framework

• Who is the publisher?
  - intermediaries create different versions but what (or whose?) identifier is used?

• Situation in US need not be replicated elsewhere – in other countries where digital market is still developing, compliance with Standard is higher
Where are we...?

International ISBN Agency survey

• Complex e-book supply chain
  - *solely* publisher-assigned ISBN model inadequate

• Intermediary-assigned model
  - problems of metadata management, increased cost and effort?

• Confusion can be avoided in other countries

• Proposal: application to allow:
  - viewing of e-book metadata
  - request by intermediaries for publisher ISBN or assignment of their own
  (according to rules set by publishers)
Where are we...?

Book Industry Study Group (US) survey

• Focus solely on US market
• Findings **same as IIA**: variety of practices, confusion, lack of leadership

**AND also:**

• "Bad practices" are now habits that are embedded
  ➢ No business case to use ISBNs correctly in digital arena
• Little understanding of ISBN as **international standard** (not “nice to have”)
• Poor quality of e-book metadata (print often better!)
• Librarians want to source the right books but wary of trusting ISBN because of inconsistent application
Where are we...?

Whose responsibility?

Publisher-assigned ISBN brought benefits to supply chain

- reliable, consistent identifier all stakeholders could use
- enabled same publication to be identified in multiple countries and outlets
- unique publications have a unique identifier
- facilitated wider participation and greater efficiencies for all of supply chain

Role of national agency

- source of advice
- ensure that Standard and its rules are widely known and understood
- guidance notes for publishers
- awareness that this may be a long transition and markets in different countries will develop at different paces
Where are we...?

In choosing not to (or failing to) assign separate identifiers, publishers:

- push the problem (and the costs of managing the problem) downstream
- relinquish control of their metadata
- may lose the chance to fully track and analyse their sales
- generate more confusion in the supply chain
  - unique products are not uniquely identified
  - discovery is inhibited
  - acquisitions, particularly by libraries, are inhibited (cannot easily identify if a publication is different)
  - shift to reliance on multiple pieces of metadata rather than simple identifier
  - may be losing sales!

isbn
The Girl Who Kicked the Hornets' Nest

By: Larsson, Stieg
Published By: Quercus

iPhone / iPad: $9.99

Salander is plotting her revenge – against the man who tried to kill her, and against the government institutions that very nearly destroyed her. But it is not going to be a straightforward campaign. After taking a bullet to the head, Salander is under close supervision in Intensive Care, and is serving a face trial for three murders and one attempted murder on her eventual release. In the third volume in the explosive trilogy that has sold more than 15 million copies worldwide, Lisbeth Salander confronts political corruption from her hospital bed while a killer lurks next door.

Related eBooks

- The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
- The Girl Who Kicked the Hornet's Nest

More eBooks in this subject

- Bone Thief
- The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
- Tick Tock
Stay ahead of the game! Register your subject interests to receive an email alert when we release new eBooks in your field of interest. There are over 50 subjects to choose from.

Receive special email alerts when we release new eBooks on the site.

The eBook you are interested in is available for purchase in the following formats:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Published Date</th>
<th>File Size</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Printing</th>
<th>Copying</th>
<th>Expiration</th>
<th>Lending</th>
<th>Read Aloud</th>
<th>Minimum Software Version</th>
<th>Suitable Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Free Excerpts
Free excerpts for titles which are new, noteworthy or strongly in demand this month.

Just Arrived!
We’re adding hundreds of great titles each month.

Recently Reduced Titles
Some great bargains!

Featured Authors
20% off titles by our favorite authors!

Maintain Your Brain
Is your grey matter in need of a tune up?? Take a look at some of these excellent titles, to stimulate your synapses!

Visit the Cambridge University Press eBook Store
Cambridge University Press, the oldest university press in the world, has just launched its own eBook Store, powered by eBooks.com.

Wealth Building
Be inspired to gain control of your financial future with titles that give you the motivation and information necessary to create abundance.

Harlequin Bestsellers
Stay ahead of the game! Register your subject interests to receive an email alert when we release new ebooks in your field of interest. There are over 50 subjects to choose from.

Receive occasional email alerts when we receive new eBooks on the site.

Register »

**eBook Formats**

The eBook you are interested in is available for purchase in the following formats:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Published Date</th>
<th>File Size</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Printing</th>
<th>Copying</th>
<th>Expiration</th>
<th>Lending</th>
<th>Read Aloud</th>
<th>Minimum Software Version</th>
<th>Suitable Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ePub for Digital Editions</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>9781906694418</td>
<td>10/11/2010</td>
<td>2389K</td>
<td>Settings listed below</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>Ebook Reader (iPhone/iPad Application)</td>
<td>iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone / iPad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Why are we here…?


- Emphasis on extending capacity of ISBN system – move to 13 digits
- Some early examples of e-books (e.g. pdf, Rocketbook, Mobipocket) but tiny proportion of sales
- Early development of epub format by OEBF (later IDPF)
- Impact of DRM not considered
- Extension of accepted print rules to e-books
- “Each different format of an electronic publication (e.g. “.lit”, “.pdf”, “.html”, “.pdb”) that is published and made separately available shall be given a separate ISBN”
Why are we here...?

New ISBN standard published 2005 and....?

- Predicted digital boom did not happen...initially

- Players such as Sony and Palm emerged ...but take up slow

- 2002 - 2005 US quarterly trade e-book sales grew from $1.6m to $2.2m*  
  ➢ in some quarters sales actually....  
  ...fell

- Publishers experimenting; more opportunities for self-publishers
- Inconsistency in how ISBN standard used, but small size of market meant there was little impact
- Use of proprietary identifiers

* Source: IDPF
Why are we here...?

Then....

• Increased adoption of epub as content file
• 2007 – Launch of first Kindle
• 2008 on – many devices on market (Iliad, Elonex, BeBook, Cool-er, Cybook)
• 2008 – IIA permit intermediaries to assign ISBN if publisher does not do so
• 2010 – release of iPad
Why are we here...?

Then....

- 2006 - 2010 US quarterly trade e-book sales up from $4.1m to $119.7m*
- Late 2010 – Amazon reports selling more e-books than hard covers...
- Publishers developing e-book apps for smartphones, “fragments”
- Behaviour still inconsistent, but now it starts to matter
  - E-book sales c.10% of print sales
- Demand for clear guidance from agencies to publishers and intermediaries
- Is the time right for agreement and solution?

* Source: IDPF
Recommended resources...

IIA guidelines and FAQs issued November 2010
http://www.isbn-international.org/news/view/31

“Publications need separate ISBNs if anyone in the supply chain needs to identify them separately.”

A separate product is defined by a combination of file format (will this work on my device/software?) and Digital Rights Management software (what can I do with this – e.g. copy, lend?)”
Recommended resources...

IIA guidelines and FAQs

More comments, new examples and FAQs are very welcome!
Ongoing work...

BISG Working Group

• Last (?) chance to reform inconsistency
• Meetings every 2 weeks (mainly by phone)
• Mostly positive response to IIA guidelines
Thank you!

Stella Griffiths: stella@isbn-international.org

ISBN website: www.isbn-international.org